FINAL STATUS OF 2017 CALIFORNIA STATE LEGISLATIVE SESSION
October 16, 2017

MAJOR 2017 VICTORIES
SB 1- $5.2 billion in annual funding for transportation infrastructure. SIGNED IN APRIL
AB 398- Extends cap and trade program. SIGNED IN JULY

BILLS SUPPORTED BY THE LA AREA CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

Economy
- AB 132 (Jones-Sawyer) Olympic support- SIGNED

Environment
- AB 1274 (O’Donnell) Funding for emission reduction incentive programs.- SIGNED
- AB 574 (Quirk) Remove barriers to direct potable reuse, indirect potable reuse for groundwater recharge.- SIGNED

Health
- SB 17 (Hernandez) Drug pricing transparency bill- SIGNED
- SB 323 (Mitchell) Allows FQHCs to become drug Medi-Cal providers.- SIGNED
- AB 908 (Dababneh) Hospital seismic safety.- SIGNED

Housing/Land Use
- SB 2 (Atkins) Establishes permanent funding source for affordable housing through real estate transaction fee.- SIGNED
- SB 3 (Beall) Provides $4 billion through statewide bond for affordable housing programs- SIGNED
- SB 35 (Wiener) Streamlines qualified housing projects for communities not meeting RHNA goals.- SIGNED
- AB 246 (Santiago) Extends Environmental Leadership Development program/AB 900- SIGNED

Technology
- SB 649 (Hueso) Wireless telecommunications facilities- VETOED
- SB 145 (Hill) Autonomous vehicles testing on public roads- SIGNED
- SB 182 (Bradford) Single business permit for TNC drivers- SIGNED

Immigration
- AB 699 (O’Donnell) Prohibits school officials from collecting information about immigration status of pupils.- SIGNED

Education
- AB 19 (Santiago) Tuition waiver for first year of community college.- SIGNED
- AB 705 (Irwin) Requires community colleges to use high school performance as a factor in determining course placement for college-level math and English – SIGNED
Foster Youth/Smart Justice

- SB 12 (Beall) Requires County child welfare agencies to identify person to assist foster youth with financial tasks. - SIGNED
- AB 529 (Stone) Requires court to automatically seal all juvenile records pertaining to dismissed petition. - SIGNED
- AB 424 (McCarty) Closes a loophole in California law and eliminates the ability for any civilian to receive permission to bring guns into a school zone. - SIGNED
- SB 625 (Atkins) Creates honorable discharge program for youth who successfully complete probation. - SIGNED

BILLs OPPOSEd BY THE LA AREA CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

- SB 33 (Dodd) Unfairly discriminates against arbitration agreements contained in contracts for goods and services. - SIGNED
- SB 63 (Jackson) Significant expansion of CA family leave. - SIGNED
- SB 574 (Lara) Requirements for UC competitive bidding - VETOED
- SB 687 (Skinner) Provide a new authority for the AG to approve, approve with conditions or deny the closure of a service — specifically emergency departments - VETOED
- AB 805 (Gonzalez Fletcher) Seeks to restructure the San Diego Association of Governments (SANDAG) governance structure. - SIGNED
- AB 1209 (Gonzalez-Fletcher) - New data collection mandate on employers. - VETOED

LEGISLATION WE ARE WORKING TO OPPOSE FOR 2018

- AB 1250 (Jones-Sawyer) New mandates for county contracting- Two year bill
- SCA 12 (Mendoza) LA County Board of Supervisors- Assembly will take up in January

**Green represents a policy victory**